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Ham Shack: This ain't your daddy's ham shack! Hardly a knob or dial in sight. The transceiver and
amplifier are in a custom cabinet to the right of the desk. I am attracted to new technology, so I
thought I would try the new software defined radio technology starting with a FLEX 5000a transceiver,
now upgraded to a FLEX 6700. I absolutely love using SDR radios and controlling them with software
and the mouse. It takes a little getting used to, but that comes quickly. And the panadapter display is
just wonderful - pointing and clicking to move around the band and adjust filters is a real hoot. The
picture on the left shows a FLEX 6700 panadapter display, with a digital audio workstation software
package running in the upper right and a logging program running in the lower right. The picture to
the right is the same but without the old geezer.

The left picture below shows the Flex 6700 transceiver with the ACOM 1000 amp under it. The next
picture to the right shows my windowboard, where several operating functions reside. At the top
center is my 'feedline segment tuner', which tunes my TriZepp antenna SWR by switching in or
out feedline segments as needed to bring the SWR within 1.5: 1 on all bands from 160 to 10
meters. The DX Engineering preamp to the left is for my 'Beverage On Ground' (BOG) system, which
consists of two reversible BOGs, orthogonal to each other, for full compass coverage. The aluminum
box with the plexiglas cover at the bottom of the picture is an Arduino based controller for my BOG,
TriZepp, magnetic loop antennas, plus my 5:1 remote coax switch.

The last picture below shows the antenna system control head, which connects to the aluminum box
on the window board and selects the direction for my steerable TriZepp (first panel on the left), the
BOG direction (second panel), my magnetic loop tuning and frequency control (third panel), and my
remote 5:1 coaxial switch control (last panel on the right). The 5:1 remote coax switch selects
between 2 magnetic loops, a dummy load, and two spares for future use. The row of nine pushbutton
switches at the bottom are no longer in use. The two rotator control heads on the left rotate both of
my magnetic loops for local noise nulling, QRM nulling, or signal peaking. All of this equipment is
discussed in sections further down the page.

First, a little biographical information:
Background: Retired, grizzled old electrical engineer and high tech (fiber optics) consultant and
business owner. Also had a side specialty in lightning tracking hardware and system design. I received
my ham license in 1954, operated until I went to college, then again for a few years in the 70's,
followed by 38 years of inactivity until December 2012. Anybody know where Hallicrafters and
Hammarlund went?
Interests: My hobbies are photography, woodworking, audio, video, cycling, and recently resurrected
after 38 years, ham radio. In the realm of ham radio, I am mostly interested in wire and magnetic loop
antennas, and SDR radio technology. Some results from my other interests can be found at these
locations:
Photography: http://pbase.com/pcasper
Video Example: http://vimeo.com/25432923
Woodworking: http://www.pbase.com/pcasper/woodworking_galleries
Cycling-1: http://www.pbase.com/pcasper/hardwood_bike (combined my interest in woodworking
and cycling)
Cycling-2: http://www.pbase.com/pcasper/bamboo_bike (ditto)
Ham Equipment: Flex 6700 transceiver (100W), ACOM 1000 power amp, Apache Labs ANAN-10,
and an Elecraft KX3 QRP rig (what a great radio, 12W max) plus an Elecraft KXPA 100 amp for the
KX3. Rigexpert AA-54 and AIM 4170 antenna analyzers. I use the Reverse Beacon Net extensively
for antenna performance comparisons. I also recently added an ultra-widescreen 34" curved monitor,
the Dell U3415W. Wish I had done it sooner...I absolutely love it!

Antennas: My main wire antenna was the Y-Doublet, now described in Section 9 below.
My current primary wire antenna is a 6-element steerable double extended Zepp array array designed
for 40 meters, but used on all bands. This new antenna is described in Section 11 below.
I also have experimented extensively with several 'magnetic loop' antennas, just for fun and the
learning experience. I discuss and describe six of these antennas in Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, after
the Wire Antenna sections. One of them is an unusual mobile, truck-mounted version. Section
7 contains measured comparative performance between a reference dipole and several magnetic
loops, including a helically wound version. The following tables identify the topics presented in each
section:

Wire Antenna Sections:
Section 11
Section 10
Section 9
Section 8

"TriZepp", My converted SERPA array to three steerable double extended Zepps
"SERPA", my Six Element Rotatable Phased Array
Y-Doublet, three direction switchable all band doublet
"Snake BOG" - Beverage On Ground (BOG), using coax for the element (Snake)

Magnetic Loop Sections:

Section 7
Section 6
Section 5
Section 4
Section 3
Section 2
Section 1

Magnetic loop performance comparison with a reference 40 meter dipole
40 meter 'FatLoop'. My magnetic loop constructed with 3" copper downspout pipe
160 meter octagonal magnetic loop constructed with 2" aluminum pipe
40 meter rectangular mobile magnetic loop, constructed with 1" copper pipe
40 meter 'Diamond' magnetic loop, constructed from 1" copper pipe
40 meter round magnetic loop constructed from 3" aluminum strap
40 meter helically wound magnetic loop, 3" x 0.012" copper tape

Section 11: TriZepp - Three Double-Extended Zepps out of 6 Elements, Steerable in 60
Degree Increments
My 'TriZepp' array is just a modification of the 'SERPA' array described in the following section
10. The geometry is exactly the same as the top view in section 10. The only change is in the relay
matrix contained in the hub at the center of the array. With the new design, the relays select two 180
degree opposite wire elements to form a 40 meter Double Extended Zepp (DEZepp). Since there are
6 elements spaced around a circle at 60 degree increments, it is possible to select a different
combination of elements to form three distinctly different double extended Zepps, separated from
each other by 60 degrees in azimuth. Each DeZepp is bidirectional, thus the array can be switched
to radiate in 60 degree increments around the compass. The chart below shows the EZNEC
generated superimposed radiation patterns for all three DEZepps, with the unselected elements
shorted together. The green trace is slightly distorted and has about one dB less gain because one
element droops to about 20 ft due to no tree in the right place. All other elements rise from the hub
(at 50 ft) to about 70 ft.

As the chart shows, the predicted maximum gain is 9.82 dbi, which compares well with the
maximum gain of 9.21 dBi for the SERPA phased array in section 2. The reason the TriZepp
exhibits more gain than the SERPA phased array is that in the SERPA the driven elements are at
120 degrees with respect to each other. This compromises both the colinear gain of a double
extended Zepp, and also the array gain is affected as well. The disadvantage of the TriZepp is that
it is bidirectional, and thus is not as attractive for receiving as SERPA. However, since I now use
bidirectional BOGs for receiving (section 8), I no longer care if the transmitting antenna is less
attractive in this mode.
As you can see, the coverage around the compass is quite good with the exception of the sharp
nulls at the pattern crossovers to a peak of about 9 dB below the maximum gain. In practice these
nulls are nowhere near as sharp because of environmental influences, such as my house right
under the array. I have used the Reverse Beacon Network extensively to compare the array against
an approximate 0 dBi reference antenna (my 'FatLoop, section 6), with the results shown in the
following chart.

Theoretically, the Trizepp should be roughly 9.8 dB above the FatLoop at the maximum. As the chart
shows, there is a strong grouping in the vicinity of 10 dB at a bearing of about 47 degrees. The dotted
line is a best fit 5th order polynomial. Each dot represents a different beacon receiver, having reported
at least 7 times over several testing periods, conducted over several days. The reports were averaged
to compose each dot. At +/- 30 degrees from the peak (17 and 77 degrees), it is evident that the gain
of the Trizepp has fallen substantially, as expected, assuming the gain of the FatLoop did not
change. There were not enough reporting beacon stations at these azimuths to accumulate enough
data for reasonable confidence in the results. The magnetic FatLoop is essentially omni-directional
above 30 degrees in elevation, which is representive of most of the reporting stations. Given that a
40M dipole at an average of 60 ft above poor ground (0.002/13) should exhibit about 6.35 dBi peak
gain, the TriZepp has an advantage over a dipole of about 3.47 dB at 9.82 dBi. This is equivalent to
more than doubling transmit power, but the major advantage of this antenna is steerability in 60
degree increments.
Another significant advantage I have experienced with this antenna is excellent performance from
160 through 10 meters. I can still enjoy 60 degree increment steering and significant colinear gain on
20 meters and above. Using low loss open wire balanced feedlines enables this multi-band
performance. Of course, the SWR varies greatly from band to band with a fixed length feedline. To
reduce these swings, I decided to implement a rather novel multi-band 'tuning' arrangement first
published by W5DXP. Rather than use a conventional stand-alone tuner to match the antenna on
each band, I chose to bring the SWR into easy matching range (<1.5:1) of the internal tuner of my
FLEX 6700 (or ACOM amp) by using feedline increments. The left picture below shows the window
board switching arrangement for inserting the necessary feedline sections for a good match on each
band. The 300 ohm balanced feedline sections are attached outside the window board, as shown in
the picture on the right. The section lengths range from 2ft to a maximum of 16ft, and the sections
can be cascaded to add up to a maximum of 32ft. This is a very low loss method of accommodating
the very high to very low driving point impedances that can occur from band to band. The resulting
SWR figures presented to the transceiver tuner range from 1:1 to 3:1, maximum, on all bands from
160 to 10 meters (6 meters not tested). After the 'feedline tuner', a 1:1 choke balun is inserted to
convert to unbalanced coax for a 4ft run to the transceiver. The internal tuner in my Flex 6700

transceiver trims out the remaining SWR on each band to1:1. (Update 5/29/2016: I have expanded
the switching capability to 9 sections so as to include the capability of switching in a 1:4 balun
on 160 and 80 meters, and a 0.25 ft matching section. The tuner now has 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 2.0, 4.0,
8.0 and 16.0 ft selectable feedline sections plus the 1:4 balun....see the shack window board
picture at the top of the page).

I am very pleased with the performance of this antenna and it is likely to remain as my primary transmit
antenna for the indefinite future.

Section 10: SERPA - "Six Element Rotatable Phased Array" with Double-Etended Zepp
Elements for 40 Meters

(Update 7/30/2015: My SERPA has now been converted to a 'TriZepp', as described in
section 11 above)
This is an unusual phased array, combining the ideas behind the Y-Doublet (Section 9 below) with
standard driven-element phased array technology. The image below illustrates the geometry of this
antenna:

There are 6 horizontal elements, all converging at a center hub. The elements are each half of a
double extended Zepp, cut for 40 meters. The hub consists of a relay matrix which selects the
combination of elements appropriate for the desired direction. An illustration will best describe how it
works. Suppose it is desired to talk to a station in the direction of element 2 (northeast). The relays
will select elements 1 and 3, and connect them to a 300 ohm feedline to the shack. This is designated
as the 'front' Zepp. A second set of relays also select elements 4 and 6, which form the rear driven
Zepp, which are also connected to a second 300 ohm feedline. The two sets of elements are phased
by an L-C "phase tuner" at the operating position in the shack. Changing directions is just a matter of
instructing the relays to select the appropriate combination of elements. Note that the unselected
elements are symmetric with the driven elements, and as such the fields cancel and no current is
induced in them. So, they have no effect on the radiation pattern.
EZNEC analysis was essential for determining the optimum phasing for both maximum forward gain,
or maximum front-to-back ratio. Unfortunately, they do not occur at the same phase setting, which is
typical of parasitic or driven phased element antennas. The plots below illustrate both conditions (plots
based on poor ground, 0.002 S/m, and actual feedline losses):

The plots are typical of horizontal dipole phased arrays, with two major exceptions: the "Mickey Mouse
ears" in the azimuth plots and the deep nulls +/- 60 degrees from the main lobe. The Mickey Mouse
ears are the price that must be paid for converging the elements to a center hub instead of fully parallel
elements as is the usual case. So, the front-to-side ratio of this design is inferior to a standard 2element phased array, but this is a small price to pay for the major advantage of steerability. However,
the major nulls at about 60 degrees on either side of the main lobe, can also be a major advantage,
as the nulls can sometimes be 'steered' on to an interfering signal coming from the front. The
disadvantage is that the array sterring is somewhat more critical for maximum signal. The front-toback ratio can easily exceed 20dB in the rear notch, which can be tuned in elevation angle by adjusting
the phase. So, incoming QRM from the rear at a particular angle can be nulled quite effectively by
adjusting the phase at the operating position.
The forward gain is a combination of two contributors. First, I chose 'Double-Extended Zepp' elements
rather than the normal half wave dipole elements to experience 3.3 dB colinear gain over a dipole
(per EZNEC, .002 S/m ground, 60ft elevation). Second, also per EZNEC simulation, the array
configuration contributes another 2dB gain, for a total of over 5 dB under realistic conditions at my
QTH. I modeled this antenna at 60ft average height over very poor ground (.002 S/m conductivity),
which is typical of my QTH conditions. The plots reflect these conditions. UPDATE 4/20/2014: I am
in the process of measuring the array gain (excluding the Zepp colinear gain) using the Reverse
Beacon network, and so far the average gain seems to be converging on about 3.0dB based on 75
objective SNR reports using the Reverse Beacon Network. EZNEC predicts 2dB, so 3dB measured
is in the ballpark. The difference could be explained by the sloping ground under the array towards
the north, but this is pure speculation.
Here are a few interesting maximum gain results from various EZNEC simulations with .002 S/m
ground, 60 ft elevation, and no transmission line losses:
1. Single 1/2 wave dipole: 6.35 dBi

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Single double extended Zepp (DEZepp): 9.63 dBi
Phased, parallel dipoles: 10.6 dBi
Phased, parallel DEZepps: 13.21 dBi
SERPA single DEZepp: 9.48 dBi (the elements in my array)
SERPA Phased DEZepps: 11.47 dBi (my array)

So, from the above analysis results for real conditions at my QTH we see that the SERPA design
sacrifices 13.21-11.47 = 1.74 dB gain relative to the more optimum parallel DEZepps. This is a small
price to pay for steerability. We also see that configuring a DEZepp with 120 degrees between
elements (5. above) results in a negligible loss relative to a DEZepp at 180 degrees (2. above).
Testing has been completed and the results are reported in subsequent paragraphs. Meanwhile, here
are a few pictures of the installation.

I have tried to enhance the contrast of the element wires for better visibility. The feedlines and control
line both fall to the shack window on the 2nd floor. The feedlines are precisely cut for exactly one half
wavelength at 7.150 MHz.
The left image below shows the Hub unit in the air, which houses the relay switching matrix. You can
see the double 300 ohm window lines descending from the hub (UPDATE 9/26/14: The 300 ohm
twinlead is now replaced with homebrew open wire line). The two 300 ohm window lines are strapped
together using shellac-saturated balsa wood block separators, wrapped with high quality electrical
tape. A separate 4 conductor relay control line also falls from the hub. The image on the right shows
the interior of the hub before it was closed up. A section of 4" PVC pipe provides the housing. The top
and bottom were sealed, and the whole unit painted before elevating the antenna. You can see the
element wires emerging at 60 degree increments.

The left image below shows the phase tuner mounted on the window board where the two 300 ohm
window lines enter... The phasing components are normally connected to the forward Zepp, and the
rear Zepp is driven directly. When the flip switch is thrown on the controller, the connections are
reversed. The right image is the desktop remote control unit, which provides direction selection, single
Zepp operation (other bands), and 180 degree instant direction reversal (Flip). A 4-wire control line
connects the remote control unit to the flying antenna element selection relays.
(UPDATE 1/24/2015: I have recently converted the array to a parasitic-tuned array, which seems to
provide better front-to-back performance, and a better-defined forward lobe. The phase tuner shown
in the left picture below has been replaced by a single variable capacitor to adjust the phase of the
parasitic reflector element. Testing is under way, and if this mode is made permanent, this writeup
will be revised)

UPDATE 6/6/14: I now have a 40 meter dipole reference antenna to compare with, and I have
accumulated a significant amount of array-vs-dipole gain data. The dipole is at about the same
elevation as the array, and separated by 200 ft or so for minimum interaction. EZNEC says that the
array should have 5.12 dB or so in excess of the dipole (including both colinear and array gain) , and
so far the averaged measured data are converging on about 5 dB, which is gratifying. Front-to-back
ratio ranges from nearly negligible to 30 dB, depending on the phase tuner adjustments, the signal
direction, incoming angle and polarization. You can see from the EZNEC plots above that stations
located in the vicinity of the 'Mickey Mouse ears" (+/- 110-120 degrees) should be attenuated at most
one S-unit, and I do see this in operation. However, Stations at +/- 60 degrees should fall into deep
nulls, and I see this behavior also. Optimum average operation seems to be when the phase tuner is
tuned in the vicinity of minimum SWR, which is as predicted by EZNEC, and I experience a maximum
of 1.3 SWR from 7.100 to 7.200 MHz, with an almost perfect 1.0 at 7.150. So, no antenna tuner is
needed. However, I have noticed that rain affects the tuning quite seriously, rendering the F/B tuning
nearly ineffective. This is not unexpected with 300 ohm window line. A future project will be to replace
the 300 ohm lines with home brew 600 ohm open wire line, assuming I can achieve similar feedpoint
impedance by judicious adjustment of the feedline length. (UPDATE 9/26/14: That's why the 300
ohm line was replaced with open wire line...no more rain effects)
POSSIBLE GEOMETRY OPTION: Most ham QTH's are not surrounded by tall trees as mine is, and
erecting this array as described is not feasible. However, it is possible to configure this array in the
inverted-vee mode, with a single tall center support and sloped elements. There is at least one project
I am aware of that has done exactly this, as described in the December 2011 QST by DK3BA and
associates. They used quarter wave 20 meter dipole elements instead of double extended Zepp
elements as I used. So, if you have interest in this antenna and have one tall support, there is hope!

Section 9: The Y - Doublet (which was replaced by the phased array, Section 10):
The Y-Doublet is an antenna straight out of the 1930s. The radiation pattern can be steered in
coarse 120 degree increments, which sometimes makes up to three S-units difference on 20 meters
and above (about 1 S-unit on 40). If you are curious about this antenna, read on.I first came across
this intriguing antenna on Cebik's (W3RNL) web site: http://w4rnl.net46.net/wy.html [defunct!].
(Note: the figures have now been blanked and can longer be seen. I think this an AntennaX action
and a fee mst be paid to them for access. The text is still there). This figure is from his article:

It seemed to fit my tree and ham shack location conditions, so I decided to give it a try. I really respect
the performance of the lowly dipole/doublet when it is well implemented and hung high in the air. The
only 'problem' with doublets is that the radiation pattern is a figure 8 (on the band for which it is cut),
which means that stations off the ends don't get much signal and reception is compromised. The
solution is to rotate it (kind of hard on 80 meters) or find a way to switch the azimuth radiation pattern.
Enter the Y - Doublet.
If you have had a look at Cebik's article, you already know the basics about this antenna, so I will just
describe my implementation. A picture is worth a thousand words, so here's a few thousand words:

The three 'elements' are 67ft long 14 gage insulated wires, which converge at the three insulators in
the middle. From there, I fabricated a three-wire open wire feedline, which drops to the shack. The
feedline separators are half inch slices of 3" black PVC pipe, with the wires fixed at 120 degree
increments around the perimeter. The feedline enters the shack window, as shown below:

Just on the inside of the window panel I have built a 3P3T relay switching arrangement that enables
me to quickly select the optimum pair of feedlines. In the same housing as the 3P3T switch, I use a
switchable Elecraft 1:1 / 4:1 balun to make the match a bit easier for the Flex tuner. The third, unused
feedline is also selected and routed to the second receiver in the Flex 5000a, for synchronous diversity
experimentation. The unused feedline and antenna element are virtually inert, since they are
symmetric between oppositely phased radiating wire elements and feedline wires.
So far, the Y - Doublet performance is very encouraging. The optimum pair generally slightly outperformed my previous full wave horizontal full wave loop on 80 and 40 meters, and on 17 and 15
meters it was no contest - the Y won every time. On 20 meters, it was about a wash.

Section 8: Beverage On Ground (BOG) Receiving Antennas, Using Coax for the Receiving
Element (Snake):
Recently, I became interested in a beverage type receive-only antenna, to compare with my low-noise
magnetic loops. However, a standard beverage will not fit my property, so I looked into the possibility
of a "Beverage-On-Ground" (BOG) version, since I knew this version was considerably shorter. The
reason for this is that a conductor in close proximity to ground exhibits a much smaller velocity factor,
resulting in the electrical length being much longer than the physical length. A BOG is very directional,
as is a standard beverage, resulting in very limited coverage of the compass. Since I am interested
in covering as much of the compass as I can, I needed to devise a way to implement a system of
BOGs to cover as many directions as reasonably possible. The answer was to use two reversible
BOGs, perpendicular to each other, yielding four selectable directions. The basic system diagram is
illustrated below:

The antenna conductor is actually the outside surface of the shield of the 150ft RG-6 coaxial
cable. That is why this BOG version is sometimes referred to as a 'Snake' BOG. When the signal
comes from the right (northeast), the wavefront induces a voltage on the shield relative to ground that
is sensed by the primary of transformer T2. The secondary delivers the signal to the relay selection
matrix. When the signal comes from the left (southwest), the same thing happens in
reverse. Transformer T3 at the far end senses the signal, and the secondary couples the signal into
the interior of the coax, where it propagates back to the head end. Transformer T1 senses the
incoming signal from the coax interior and the secondary delivers the signal to the relay matrix. The
control lines from the shack direct the relays to select the signal from the desired direction and couple
it to the shack coax. The signal from the unselected direction is routed by the relays to an internal 75
ohm termination. An exact duplicate BOG is installed 90 degrees from the first BOG, and also
connected to the relay matrix. One control line selects which BOG to use, and the second control line
selects forward/reverse. The third control line is just the return. The basic reversible BOG design is
not my idea. ON4UN in his book "Low Band DXing" describes the basic design. My only contribution
is the design of the relay selection matrix and the addition of a second BOG to enable substantial
coverage of the compass. I will be happy to supply details about the design of the relay selection
network and the transformers for anyone interested. The relay selection matrix and far end
transformer design schematics can be viewed at these links:
Relay Switching Matrix Schematic
Transformer Design Schematic

So, how well does it work? First, let's look at what EZNEC predicts. The plots below are for the
antenna conductor at 1.8" above the earth (0.001 wavelength on 40 meters, the minimum height
recommended bt EZNEC). Both directions are superimposed on each plot, illustrating both the
elevation patterns and the azimuth patterns at the optimum elevation angle (25 degrees).

As you can see, the F/B ratio in either direction is a respectable 15-20 dB, at an elevation angle of 25
degrees. It declines at higher angles. The gain is about 2 dB less in the reverse directions, primarily
because the signal transverses the 150 ft of coax loss and two transformers instead of only one. The
gain is in the -13 to -11 dBi range, or about 18-20 dB below that of a half wave dipole at half
wavelength above ground. Most modern receivers have enough preamp gain to accommodate this
low signal level and keep it well above the receiver noise floor, but in some cases a preamp may be
needed. There is no need to locate it at the antenna unless the feedline loss is excessive. My testing
to date has generally confirmed the EZNEC predictions. Unfortunately, my NE-SW BOG is located
on a steep down-slope in the NE direction, which means a NE signal wavefront hits the antennas well
above the optimum 25 degrees, resulting in degradation of the F/B to below 10 dB. However, the
SNR is still excellent and generally exceeds my 6 - element transmitting array and my magloops. In
the SW direction, the opposite is true - there is a steep up-slope, resulting in the signal refracting over
the mountain hitting the antenna at a very low angle. This causes a significant loss of gain (about
5dB), but the SNR and F/B are still still quite good. My second BOG runs NW-SE, and is mostly flat,
with a significant up-slope to one side. This antenna system is still under test, but the early results
are encouraging. There is no doubt that the BOGs deliver better SNR in general (most of the time)
than any of my elevated wire antennas, as well as being superior to my magloops (the previous
champions!). The performance on 20 meters is also suprisingly good, and 80 meters also. I have not
yet tested 160 meters, but the lengths are substantially shorter than needed for top performance on
this band. However, a quick test was suprisingly positive. These antennas are definitely
keepers! (Update 5/3/15: I decided to separate the BOGs in order to slip the one on the steep
downslope further down to flatten it out a bit. So, I split the relay selection matrix into three modules
- two 'head End' modules, and one 'BOG Select' module. The Head End modules are at one end of
each BOG and serve to select forward or reverse operation. They connect to the BOG Select module
via lengths of RG6 coax, which selects which BOG to listen to. The operation of the system is
functionally the same as previously described, except the F/B of the BOG formerly on the downslope
is much improved).

Magnetic Loop Antennas
A while back, I spent a lot of time investigating so-called 'magnetic' loop antennas, and I built several
versions, the last five of which are described below. I really had no need for a magnetic loop, but I
was intrigued by the potential performance of these little loops, so I decided to experiment just for the
fun of learning. I also wanted a convenient portable antenna for remote operation, and the magnetic
loops seemed to be the ideal choice.

Section 7: Magnetic Loop Comparisons vs My Reference 40M Dipole:
Recently (Nov 2014), I completed a project to compare several conventional magnetic loops and one
helically wound magnetic loop to my 40 meter reference dipole. Where possible, EZNEC models of
magnetic loops were run prior to actual measurements, and subsequently compared with the
measured results. This section contains the results of this effort. The individual magnetic loops are
described in more detail in subsequent sections. For the test, the reference dipole was at 70ft height,
and all the magnetic loops were at 10ft height, mounted in exactly the same location. The dipole was
more than 200ft from the loops. No interaction was detectable. All antennas were oriented for
maximum gain towards 20 degrees east of north, and 200 degrees to the southwest. For the purposes
of this writeup, the magnetic loop antennas will be identified as follows:
Loop #1: 40M 'FatLoop', described in section #6
Loop #2: 40M 'Diamond' Loop (square, rotated 45 degrees), as described in section #3
Loop #3: 40M Helically wound loop, described in section #1

The antenna conditions were as follows:
Parameter
Size
Shape
Conductor
SWR
Bandwidth

Dipole
66ft
Flat top
#14 copper
1.5 max
>300KHz

Loop #1
65" dia
Octagonal
3" copper
1.04
approx. 12 KHz

Loop #2
60" dia
Square
1" copper
1.1
approx. 12KHz

Loop #3
65" dia
Octagonal
3" x.012" tape
1.06
16.0 KHz

The loop bandwidths were measured at SWR = 2.62 (-3dB BW), with the influence of the motor control
lines and the coax lines verified as negligible. The measurement plane was calibrated at the coax
connector on the antenna. The enclosed area of all the loops was similar (24-25 square feet).
All antennas were measured using the Reverse Beacon Network, which reports signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). The measurement procedure was to first transmit from the loop, then immediately transmit
from the dipole, offset by a few KHz. All beacon reports from each transmission were recorded in a
spreadsheet and the differentials calculated. After over 100 comparative reports were accumulated
from various bearings and distances, the median and average values of the differentials were then
computed. The comparative results between the reference dipole and each loop are summarized
below:

EZNEC (45 deg)
# Beacon Reports
Median Gain Differential
Average Gain Differential

Loop #1 vs Dipole
-5.59 dB
111
-6.0 dB
-5.93 dB

Loop #2 vs Dipole
-6.55 dB
102
-7.0 dB
-7.02 dB

Loop #3 vs Dipole
not predicted
116
-8.0 dB
-8.47 dB

The EZNEC prediction for Loop #3 was not possible because EZNEC cannot model a helically wound
loop.
When comparing theoretical antenna performance (EZNEC) it is most useful to compare at similar
takeoff angles. The dipole at 70ft has max gain at 32 degrees, while the loops at 10ft exhibit max
gain at 90 degrees (straight up). So, comparing max gains is not very meaningful. So, I chose to
compare modeled relative gains at 45 degrees in the table above.
It is evident that Loop #1 (3" copper), is the most efficient, as expected from the EZNEC
predictions. The helical loop (#3) is the least efficient, also as expected due to the extra length copper
conductor, increased skin effect and current crowding losses.
So, my conclusion from all this testing is that, for maximum efficiency, a single turn loop should be
constructed using the maximum size copper pipe available. Helical winding does not appear to
enhance efficiency for the same size loop. Multiturn (series or parallel) loops may in fact provide
increased efficiency, but these geometries have not been investigated.
Owen Duffy has written an excellent and illuminating article based on detailed measurements of
magnetic loops #1 and #2, which can be accessed here: http://owenduffy.net/blog/?p=3359

Section 6: Magloop Version VI: 40 Meter "FatLoop"

Yet another magnetic loop! I recently decided to build a maximally efficient, single turn magloop for
40 meters, to use as a reference standard for all future loop developments. I am currently
investigating the feasibility of multi-parallel-turn and multi-serial-turn loop technology, and I wanted to
make a single turn loop as efficient as possible for testing against multi-turn loops to verify improved
performance (if any) relative to a good single turn loop.
I call this new loop my “FatLoop”, since it is constructed with 3” seamless, round copper downspout
pipe. I cut the pipe into 27” segments (center line), mitered the ends at 22.5 degrees, and soldered
the sections together using conventional plumber’s solder. The loop after soldering is pictured
below. The total circumference is 18 ft., and the diameter is 65 inches. The copper loop alone weighs
15.6 pounds, and the thickness of the pipe is 20 mils, plenty to accommodate the skin effect at 7.15
MHz.
The next 2 pictures show the loop installed in its final location, painted black to reduce visibility. The
bottom of the loop is about 8 ft. above ground. A rotator has not yet been installed. The vacuum
variable tuner is at the bottom, with the coupling loop just above. (UPDATE: The fatloop has been
moved to another location, for reduced interaction with my phased array).

The next 2 pictures show the coupling loop, the center mount, and the tuning unit (prior to
painting). The mount is designed to allow the loop to be rotated like a windmill for access to the
top. The coupling loop is 0.375" copper tubing, and is sized for a perfect 1:1 SWR on 40 meters. The
vacuum variable capacitor is a 5 - 250 pF, 5KV unit, obtained from the Ukraine via eBay.

The last image is a closeup of the tuner, showing the dielectric timing belt/pulley arrangement for
coupling the vacuum variable to the drive motor for remote tuning from the shack. I measured 0.8
milliohm total DC loss resistance for the entire loop, including both vacuum variable contacts. The
measured bandwidth at the 2.6 SWR points (-3dB bandwidth) was 12 kHz, compared to 8-9dB as
predicted by EZNEC. (Update 3/20/2015: I recently flipped the loop such that the capacitor is now at
the top and the coupling loop is at the bottom. Also, I ran the motor control wire inside the 3" copper
pipe, and it emerges at the bottom through a high performance common mode choke. With this
configuration, no conductor crossed the loop face. The idea was to see if the bandwidth improved
closer to the EZNEC prediction. It did not. Now, it measures 16 kHz! So much for the expected
improvement by locating the capacitor farther from the lossy ground.)

Testing to date using the Reverse Beacon network has established with confidence (>100 objective
SNR comparative reports) that this loop performs on the average only 6.0 dB below my 40 meter
reference dipole at 70 ft above ground and at a takeoff angle of 45 degrees. This agrees almost
exactly with EZNEC analysis. The figure below compares the loop and dipole elevation patterns at
the optimum azimuth angle. At 45 degrees the difference is 6 dB in favor of the dipole, less above 45
degrees. Below 45 degrees, the differential peaks at 8 dB at 30 degrees, then settles to about 7 dB
at lower angles.

Update 2015-09-13: This magloop has now been elevated to 20 ft atop a 20 ft wooden tilt-over
mast. I elected to make this change to achieve about 1 dB extra gain, at a somewhat lower elevation
angle. The antenna now has slightly above 0.0 dBi gain, and is substantially omnidirectional above
30 degrees elevation. Thus, it makes a good reference antenna, for use as a reference standard
against which I measure all my experimental antennas. In addition, when tuned off resonance, it
interacts less with my other antennas, which further increases it's value as a reference. The images
below show the current installation.

Section 5: Magloop Version V: 160M Magloop
Some time back, became interested in operation on 160M, which I have never experienced in my
ham career. So, I decided to see if I could make a small magloop antenna which would be sufficient
for rag chewing around neighboring states out to 1000 miles or so (TOAs greater than 20 degrees, or
so). No interest in DX.
The result is pictured below. The blue sky picture shows a whole-loop view, with the coupling loop at
the top. I have since moved the coupling loop to the bottom center, just above the tuner box (see
pictures just below). The loop is constructed from eight 5ft sections of 2" OD aluminum pipe, forming
a 12 ft diameter octagon. The aluminum segments are mitered 22.5 degrees and 'soldered' with
Alumiweld using an acetylene torch. The joints are strong and high in conductivity. I have measured
a small fraction of 1 milliohm all the way around the loop, including the contacts to the vacuum
variable. Tuning is with a 15-750pF 5KV vacuum variable capacitor. The loop is excited with a 1/5th
diameter loop driven with 50 ohm coax from the shack (just above the tuner box). The SWR is 1.0 at
resonance on 160 meters, and 1.55 on 80 meters. EZNEC helped me optimize putting the coupling
loop at this unconventional location (usually opposite the capacitor). The loop is mounted on a rotator,
to make nulling out local sources easy if necessary. The loop is within 2 dB of omnidirectional above
45 degrees TOA, and 6 dB above 20 degrees, which is where most ragchewing occurs out to 1000
miles. The bottom of the loop is about 20 ft above ground.

In the blue sky picture above, the crossarms are actually fiberglass painters poles from MaxGain in
Georgia. PVC was much too flexible. You can barely see the vacuum capacitor in the plastic clamshell
in the snow picture, before camoflage painting. I have sinced painted it green-gray like the rest of the
antenna. There is a horizontal pivot in the center which allows the antenna to be rotated like a windmill
for access to the top for adjustment, but that feature is no longer needed since I moved the coupling
loop to the bottom.
Details of the tuner are shown below. The vacuum variable is of Ukrainian origin, purchased off Ebay.
I have found the Ukrainian VVCs of good quality, inexpensive (for a good VVC!), and very under rated.
The 12 mil copper straps are shown temporarily connected to a piece of 1.5" PVC, substituting in the
mockup for the aluminum tubing in the actual antenna. The capacitor is driven with a small DC
gearmotor, coupled to the capacitor with a dielectric timing belt and two timing pulleys. The motor
torque and pulleys are chosen to be sufficient to drive the capacitor shaft in cold weather, but the stall
torque is sufficiently low to avoid damaging the capacitor. I really like using a timing belt and pulleys
to drive the motor, because of the flexibility in design and it lets me fold the motor back towards the
capacitor and shortens the necessary enclosure. Motor control is from the operating position via a
12V pulse-width-modulated (PWM) driver. Motor speed is controlled by setting the pulse width with a
pot, and the direction is switched by reversing the polarity sent to the motor. The current to the motor
is limited to a safe value and monitored to detect stall current and alert me to reverse the drive. Very
simple, but effective and easy to use. The temporarily closed up tuner enclosure is shown on the right,
to show how protection from weather is achieved (two Walmart poly boxes back to back, forming a
clamshell).

Tuning Procedure: Tuning is surprisingly easy. I use a FLEX 5000a transceiver with a great
panadapter display, so I can just watch the 160M noise floor and it is easy to see the noise peak
where the loop is tuned. I just adjust the PWM drive to move the peak to the operating frequency,
without having to transmit a tuning carrier. Once near the correct frequency, I fine tune by watching
the SWR. You can also tune by listening to the noise floor, which comes way up as the tuning
approaches the receive frequency. This is how I tune in the mobile setup, described in the next
section. The tuner covers the range from 1.7 MHz all the way to about 8 MHz.
Results: I am very pleased with the performance of this antenna on 160M. Theoretically (EZNEC), it
is about -10dB down at all take off angles from a half wave dipole at 64 ft (1/8th wave) above ground,
but I have no 160M dipole to compare to for verification. EZNEC predicts the loop performance on
160 meters to be above -6 dBi at all take off angles above 30 degrees, which is about one S-unit
below a full sized 160M quarter wave vertical with many radials. Reports have been very gratifying
from many QSOs on 160M over the last few days, and my objective of a good 160M ragchew antenna
out to 1000 miles seems achieved.
Performance evaluation on 80 meters against my Y-Doublet is underway, and I will report the results
here in a few days once I collect enough reports for significance. Update: I have finished accumulating
104 Reverse Beacon comparative reports and the running average of all reports from zero out to 750
miles (ballpark 25 degrees TOA) is -5dB for the loop relative to my 80M Y-Doublet at 60ft. EZNEC
predicts -6dB for the loop at 25 degrees TOA, declining to -4dB at the zenith. This is excellent
agreement with the measured results.
I have also done loop/dipole comparisons using the Reverse Beacon Network on 40M and the
preliminary results show an average of -7 dB relative to my Y-Doublet, which is very close to the
EZNEC prediction of +1.3 dBi (EZNEC predicts the doublet is about +7.1 dBi on 40 meters at 60 ft).
However, the loop does not qualify as a magnetic loop on 40 meters, because the circumference is
almost 1/3 wavelength and the loop is not intended for this band.
The front to side (F/S) ratio on 160 meters measures 13 dB, and on 80 meters it is a more typical 18
dB. (UPDATE: 16dB on 160M and 14dB on 80M). The 160 F/S figure almost certainly is being affected
by the garage structure, and I am surprised that either figure is as good as it is. The measurements
were at an angle of zero degrees, or essentially ground wave (typical local and lightning discharge
noise sources). The F/S directivity declines as the TOA increases, becoming essentially
omnidirectional above 45 degrees. By rotating the antenna, I am able to null the local low angle town
noise by -7dB on 160 and -9dB on 80M. There are multiple noise sources, from different directions.
See you on 160!!

Section 4: Magloop Version IV: A loop for mobile use, 2.5 x 5 ft, 1" Copper
Update 22 July 2017: I have redesigned my mobile antenna. This new design is described here,
and the older antenna description follows. The pictures below show the new, higher gain version:

This design is not my creation. I got the idea from a description in the book "Magnetic Loop Antenna",
sold by the ARRL. I believe the original designers were from the Czech Republic. The best way to
visualize the antenna is to think of a figure 8, with the central crossover not contacting. Then, fold the
8 over into the shape of a pup tent and square up the loops. You can see the construction in the 2nd
image above. Each loop is approximately 2.5 x 5ft, same as my previous mobile loop. This design
effectively quadruples the inductance, resulting in one quarter the capacitance to resonate the
antenna on the same frequency as the single loop version (about 40pF for 40 meters). This makes it
easy to reach down to 80 meters with a 250pF vacuum variable, which I have always wanted to try
mobile.....I like the challenge of the lower frequencies. Of course, this design eliminates the upper
bands above 30 meters, because self-resonance occurs as the vacuum variable reaches zero pF.
Other than being self-supporting, the chief advantage of this design is roughly 2-3 dB gain over the
previous design. I modeled the 1" copper pipe antenna at 7ft elevation using EZNEC, with average
ground loss and 10 milliohms vacuum variable ESR loss, and the predicted gain was in the range of
-2 to -3 dBi, depending on take off angle (straight up is max gain). To verify this, I mounted the
antenna on my truck fiberglass topper and did Reverse Beacon Network comparative testing against
my 'Fatloop" magnetic loop (described in section 6), which I have verified to be about 0.0 dBi gain at
30 degrees elevation and 20ft high. Based on 121 comparative differential reports, the new mobile
loop averaged -2.58 dB below my reference Fatloop, and 2.0 dB using median data analysis. The
advantage of median data analysis, is that it reduces the influence of 'outlier' reports, which can be
distorted by noise, QRM, etc. So, the measured results are satisfying relative to predictions. I have
no idea how high quality commercial mobile antennas compare, but I note that a full size quarter wave
groundplane with a vast array of radials on 40 meters exhibits about 0 dBi at gain peak. Thus, these
magnetic loops compare favorably, except their peak gains are at high elevation angles, making them
more suitable for NVIS communication. However, I have worked many DX stations with my loops, so
they most definitely are not limited to NVIS. My second 40m contact with this new design was with
England, sitting still in my driveway....but we all know how useless anecdotal reports are for
characterizing an antenna....but it's still fun when results are encouraging!
The vacuum variable implementation is similar to numerous constructions described elsewhere on
this page, so I will not take the space here. The antenna tunes easily to below 3.5 MHz, and exhibits
very good operation on 80 meters, although I have not done objective testing. All I can report is that
almost everyone I call comes back.
I should mention why I used loop coupling instead of a gamma match on this loop version. The
EZNEC analysis indicated very slight increased efficiency, and also in practice I found it easier to
achieve a perfect match from 40 to 80 meters. However, I spent little time trying to optimize the
gamma match, so my results may not be indicative of anything significant. The following description
should answer any further questions about the implementation of this type of mobile antenna.
=========================================
This is my previous mobile magloop project. Some time back, I became intrigued by the possibility of
using a magloop as a mobile antenna. EZNEC indicates that a loop this size out of 1" copper tubing
should be within about 3 dB of a full size quarter wave 10 ft elevated ground plane vertical on 40
meters, which is somewhat better than any more conventional, high quality mobile antenna I am aware
of. EZNEC also indicates the magloop should have maximum radiation at high angles, making it a
very good NVIS antenna. Further, when mounted vertically, it is relatively ground-independent,
making it's performance much less affected by the proximity of the vehicle. So, I decided to build one
to find out if all this is really true. The pictures below show the results:

My KX3 QRP rig now serves as my mobile radio, followed by an Elecraft KXPA100 amplifier under
the rear seat. The picture below shows the KX3 mounted in the cabin, and the magloop controller is
hung under the KX3.

I mounted the loop to the rack on top of my Ford F150 bed fiberglass topper. The loop can be folded
down when not in use.

The two images above show the gamma match (with 1:1 choke balun) and the tuner box, which
contains a motor driven 250 pF vacuum variable capacitor. The interior of the tuner box is shown
below:

I built a variable pulse-width modulated 12V power supply to drive the motor from a small control box
located at the driver's position. By placing the radio in the tune mode and watching the SWR, the
vacuum capacitor can be easily tuned for SWR <1.5 on all ham bands from 40 to 15 meters. No tuner
is needed in the radio. The tuner box is constructed with nylon and polycarbonate material for good
dielectric properties. The voltage across the vacuum variable can reach 4KV on 40 meters at 100
watts.
Initially, I used a 10 watt Elecraft KX3 QRP transceiver with this antenna for mobile operation. The
performance at 10 watts was suprisingly good, with easy daytime contacts all over the eastern US on
40 meters, and solid daytime contacts with Latvia, Italy, and UK (as well as a few US) on 20 and 17
meters. Even one SSB contact with the Ukraine on 40 meters. I have recently taken delivery of the
new Elecraft KXPA100 amplifier for the KX3, which has elevated my mobile power level to 100 watts.
Eventually, I hope to compare the antenna with other 100W mobile installations to get a feel for the
relative performance against more conventional mobile antennas.
Recently, I decided to do comparative testing of the mobile loop to my Y-Doublet, described above.
With the truck parked in my driveway, I connected the loop antenna via a long coax cable to a 2:1
switch in my fixed station shack. The other input to the switch was my Y-doublet. The output of the
switch was connected to my 100W rig (Flex 5000a). This enabled me to rapidly switch from one
antenna to the other for comparative measurements. I used the Reverse Beacon network to run the
tests, since this enabled more objective and accurate comparative reports. I accumulated over one
hundred 40 meter comparative reports over several days, including morning, afternoon and evening
reports. Averaging all these reports, the mobile loop performed at -9 dB relative to the doublet (-1.5
S-unit). I have analyzed the Y-doublet at 60 ft elevation and at the optimum elevation angle for max
gain, it performs at +8.8 dBi (it is effectively an 80 meter doublet, so it has a little colinear gain over a
standard 40M dipole). So, -9 dB puts the mobile loop at just under 0 dBi. Again, EZNEC predicts the
2.5 x 5 ft mobile loop at 30 inches above ground (truck bed) to be -2.66 dBi at the same elevation
angle (30 degrees). It is likely that many Reverse Beacon reports were from higher angles, where the
gain of the doublet falls and the gain of the loop slightly increases. This could explain the 2.66 dB
discrepancy in predicted vs. measured, but the variables are so extensive there is no way to know for
sure. The only quality mobile antenna I know of that publishes performance reports for their antennas
is Hi-Q-Antennas, and their numbers are EZNEC predictions, not actual measurements. For their
Piranha model, they specify -3.2 dBi for 7 MHz, including a capacitive hat and 102" whip. So, it ould
appear that the mobile loop is comparable with the Piranha per EZNEC, and perhaps nearly 3 dB

better based on the Reverse Beacon reports. It would be very interesting and much more informative
to do a shootout with a conventional mobile installation.........any takers?!
Recently, one of my more creative friends came up with an alternate use for the mobile loop:

No, I'm not actually running for mayor! However, 'Casper for Congress' has a nice ring to
it......hmmm.....

Section 3: Magloop Version III - 5ft Diamond - 1" Copper Tubing
This is my current fixed station magloop for 40 meters and above. The previous loop was 5ft round,
made out of 3" aluminum strap (see next section below). It worked well, but I was concerned about
current crowding at the strap edges, increasing the effective skin effect resistance and lowering the
efficiency. So, I decided to build a new loop using 1.125" OD type M copper pipe, which quarantees
even current distribution around the circumference, keeping skin effect loss to a minimum.
The result is shown in the pictures below. I chose to build the loop as a 5ft square, mounted like a
diamond, which eliminates one copper elbow. With all joints soldered, the total DC resistance
measured around the loop from capacitor plate-to-capacitor plate was 0.2 milliohms. Thus, contact
resistance and copper conductivity losses are totally negligible in this loop. Efficiency is limited only
by skin effect loss and induced losses from the environment. The loop tunes from 40M to 17M. I
painted it black to minimize visibility by the neighbors. The loop is rotated by a rotor at the bottom of
the mast.

The vacuum variable capacitor is at the top of the loop, and it is tuned via a DC gearmotor, driven by
a controller in the shack. The control cable is routed inside the copper pipe, emerging from the point
at the bottom. I tried 'flying' the cable from the top of the loop to the second story hamshack window,
but it interacted excessively with the loop, affecting both the feedline matching and the radiation
pattern.
The capacitor assembly is shown in the following images. The vacuum variable capacitor is a 5 - 100
pF, 5KV Russian model, purchased off eBay. It is about 20 turns from stop to stop. The motor is
connected by a home made Delrin non-conductive plastic shaft coupler, which insures excellent
isolation. The capacitor contacts are connected to the copper pipes by 20mm thick copper foil, using
copper-to-copper conductive paste, and secured by hose clamps. A nice WalMart black plastic waste
basket serves as the rain shield. Darth Vader would be proud! I hope no critter decides to make a
nest in the basket or he will end up in a crispy state! There's about 4000 volts in there at 100W!

I chose to use a gamma match on this loop, as shown in the picture below. I have experience with
toroid transformer, and 1/5th diameter exciter loop methods, and they both work well, but I found the
gamma match provided a better match over a 3:1 frequency range.

Note that I used a resistive 1:1 choke balun at the feed point. This helps keep RF off the outside of
the coax shield, minimizing participation of the feedline as a radiator, and also minimizes distortion
of the radiation pattern. However, the gamma match is inherently asymetric, so some distortion of
the pattern is inescapable, and indeed the nearfield null off one side is about 7 dB deeper than the
other side, and the 'gain' is a few tenths of a dB greater off the edge opposite the gamma match. I
also used a ferrite suppressor on the motor control cable where it emerges from the loop, and there
is also one at the top, right at the motor contacts.
The loop performs well on 40 meters, typically within -7dB of my reference 40M dipole at 70ft. On
20 and 17 meters it is often as good as, and occasionally better than, my previous Y-doublet.
However, the best feature of the magloop is the capability of nulling local noise sources up to
slightly over -20dB, thus substantially increasing the signal-to-noise ratio on receive. I use it
extensively as a diversity receive antenna with the second receiver in my Flex 6700.
The following loop is a previous version, now retired to my magloop boneyard with the first
'breadboard' loop.

Section 2: Magloop Version II - 5ft Diameter - Aluminum Strap
I made this loop 5ft in diameter for good efficiency on 40m, my favorite band. To further improve
efficiency, I used 3" wide aluminum strap (1/8ths" thick), which is about equivalent to 1.25"-1.5" OD
copper tubing at RF, considering the skin effect loss, but a whole lot cheaper and lighter. I used
aluminum-to-aluminum and copper-to-copper contact paste to retard oxidation and preserve very
low contact resistances. I measured 0.8 milliohm from the capicitor contacts around the total loop.
My measurement method was to inject a current limited 0.5 amp DC current between the cap
contacts and then measure the voltage drop created by the current flowing around the total loop,
including all contacts. I mounted this loop so that the elevation angle could be adjusted as well as
the azimuth, but I found that it was not worth the trouble with the loop mounted close to the ground.

Section 1: Helically Wound Magloop
This loop was a temporary construction for the purpose of comparing performance with conventionally
constructed magnetic loops. I used copper tape of 3" width and 0.012" thickness, wound on a 2"
bamboo form. Each bamboo section was cut for 27" centerline length, mitered at 22,5 degrees, and
attached with adjacent segments using epoxy soaked fiberglass mesh tape. A 5 - 100 pF vacuum
variable capacitor was used to manually resonate the loop on 40 meters for testing. A one fifth
diameter coupling loop was used to excite the loop rather than a more conventional gamma
match. Very low 40 meter SWR was achieved (1.06), and excellent bandwidth (16.0 KHz). The
bandwidth was about the same as my 3" copper loop, at the same height (10 ft). The orientation was
fixed at 20 degrees east of north, the same as my broadside reference dipole. Extensive
measurements using the Reverse Beacon Network, determined that this loop was 1 to 2 dB worse
than my 1" and 3" copper pipe loops, respectively, of the same size (enclosed area). See section 4
for testing details.
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